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Before the Court is a motion by one group of the defendants to dismiss the claims

against them for lack of subject matter jurisdiction, and a motion by a second group of

the defendants to dismiss the claims against them for failure to state a claim upon which

relief could be granted. I have considered thQ \M^`UQ_m N^UQRUZS MZP M^SaYQZ`_& MZP `TQ

relevant documents as to those motions. For the reasons stated in this Memorandum

Opinion, I grant both motions in large part. In particular, I order the Complaint stayed

pending arbitration as it relates to the first set of moving defendants. As to the second

group, I grant the motion to dismiss.

I. BACKGROUND1

A. The Parties

Plaintiffs, Robert Lewis and Andrew Friedman, are holders of limited partnership

units in four Delaware limited partnerships, which `[SQ`TQ^ M^Q `TQ j?UYU`QP CM^`ZQ^_TU\

[^ ?C 8QRQZPMZ`_k3 $*% 5ZSQXQ_ CM^`ZQ^_ J==& ?C $j5C J==k%4 $+% 7QZ`a^e C^[\Q^`UQ_

;aZP JH==& ?C $j7C; JH==k%4 $,% 7[Z_[XUPM`QP 7M\U`MX =Z_`U`a`U[ZMX C^[\Q^`UQ_(, ?C

$j77=C(,k%4 MZP $-% 7[Z_[XUPM`QP 7M\U`MX C^[\Q^`UQ_ =H& ?C $j77C =Hk%' FTQ ?C

Defendants were formed to own and operate residential real estate properties. Each of

the LP Defendants had a corporate entity as its general partner, and each of those general

partners was indirectly owned by non-party Apartment Investment and Management

7[Y\MZe $j5UY7[k%& M \aNXUOXe traded Maryland Real Estate Investment Trust or REIT.

AimCo also indirectly held a majority of the limited partnership units in each of the LP

1 Except as otherwise noted, all facts recited herein are drawn from the well-pled
MXXQSM`U[Z_ [R CXMUZ`URR_m HQ^URUQP 7XM__ 5O`U[Z 7[Y\XMUZ` $`TQ j7[Y\XMUZ`k%'
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Defendants. The Plaintiffs are minority owners of the limited partnership units not

owned by AimCo.

As relevant here, AimCo has three subsidiaries that also are named Defendants:

$*% 7[Z7M\ 9]aU`UQ_& =ZO' $j7[Z7M\k%& M 8QXMcM^Q O[^\[^M`U[Z4 $+% 5ZSQXQ_ DQMX`e

7[^\[^M`U[Z == $j5D7 ==k%& M 7MXUR[^ZUM O[^\[^M`ion; and (3) Fox Capital Management

7[^\[^M`U[Z $j;7@7k%& MX_[ M 7MXUR[^ZUM O[^\[^M`U[Z' 7[Z7M\ U_ `TQ YMZMSUZS SQZQ^MX

partner of LP Defendants CCIP/3 and CCP IV. ARC II and FCMC are the managing

general partners, respectively, of LP Defendants AP XII and CPF XVII. Together,

7[Z7M\& 5D7 ==& MZP ;7@7 M^Q `TQ j<QZQ^MX CM^`ZQ^ [^ <C 8QRQZPMZ`_'k

8QRQZPMZ` 5UYO[ C^[\Q^`UQ_& ?'C' $j5UYO[ BCk% U_ M 8QXMcM^Q XUYU`QP \M^`ZQ^_TU\

and an affiliate of AimCo. Defendants John E. Bezzant and Steven D. Cordes are

officers of AimCo and also officers and directors of ARC II and FCMC. Bezzant, but not

Cordes, additionally is an officer and director of ConCap. Defendant Terry Considine is

an officer of AimCo.

B. The Mergers

BZ >aXe +1& +)**& 5UY7[ MZZ[aZOQP `TQ j@Q^SQ^_k `TM` SMbQ ^U_Q `[ `TU_ MO`U[Z&

and filed Schedule 13e-3 and Form S-4 documentation with the Securities and Exchange

7[YYU__U[Z $jE97k%' FT^[aST `TQ @Q^SQ^_& `TQ ?C 8QRQZPMZ`_ cQ^Q YQ^SQP UZ`[ M

subsidiary of Aimco OP. The Mergers were executed without a separate vote from the

unaffiliated, minority unitholders of the LP Defendants, including Plaintiffs. In the

Complaint, Plaintiffs allege that the Mergers amounted to freeze-out transactions in

which they received insufficient consideration for their units in the LP Defendants. In
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particular, they aver that AimCo relied on faulty appraisals that unfairly undervalued the

LP Defendants and the real estate assets they owned, and therefore prevented Plaintiffs

from being able to assess the true value of their limited partnership units. Plaintiffs also

charge Defendants with allowing certain of the Properties held by the LP Defendants to

fall into disrepair so that their appraised value would be depressed even further.

C. -0683279 %5482483547

Plaintiffs filed their Complaint on July 23, 2014, asserting a single cause of action

for breach of fiduciary duty against the jAimCo Defendants,k which includes the GP

Defendants, Aimco OP, Bezzant, Cordes, and Considine.2 They purport to sue on behalf

of a class of all minority or unaffiliated unitholders in the four LP Defendants. Plaintiffs

assert that the Mergers were self-dealing transactions that were not entirely fair in terms

of either price or process. They seek damages in an as-yet undetermined amount.

7[Z7M\& 77=C(,& MZP 77C =H $`[SQ`TQ^ cU`T 6QffMZ`& `TQ j7[Z7M\ 8QRQZPMZ`_k%

seek dismissal of the Complaint as it pertains to them, contending that this Court lacks

subject matter jurisdiction because the relevant Partnership Agreements governing

CCIP/3 and CCP IV contain broad, mandatory arbitration clauses. Bezzant also requests

a partial dismissal of the Complaint to the extent it relates to his role as a director of

ConCap, for the same reason.3

2 Compl. ¶ 17.

3 To the extent that Bezzant conceivably might have been in a different position
than ConCap, CCIP/3 and CCP IV in this regard, by virtue of whether or not he is
a party to the limited partnership agreements containing the operative arbitration
provisions, the Complaint does not plead facts as to that issue, nor was it briefed
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Aimco OP and Considine moved separately to dismiss the Complaint in its

entirety as it relates to them for failure to state a claim upon which relief could be

granted. In support of that motion, they contend that neither Aimco OP nor Considine

owed fiduciary duties to Plaintiffs, and therefore the claim for breach of fiduciary duties

against them must be dismissed.

II. %,+%$- &'('+&$+/.9 *,/),+ /, &).*)..

UNDER RULE 12(b)(1)

A. Legal Standard

FTQ 7[a^` [R 7TMZOQ^e cUXX PU_YU__ MZ MO`U[Z aZPQ^ DaXQ *+$N%$*% jUR U` M\\QM^_

from the record that the Cou^` P[Q_ Z[` TMbQ _aNVQO` YM``Q^ Va^U_PUO`U[Z [bQ^ `TQ OXMUY'k
4

FTQ \XMUZ`URR jNQM^_ `TQ Na^PQZ [R Q_`MNXU_TUZS `TU_ 7[a^`m_ Va^U_PUO`U[Z& MZP cTQ^Q `TQ

\XMUZ`URRm_ Va^U_PUO`U[ZMX MXXQSM`U[Z_ M^Q OTMXXQZSQP `T^[aST `TQ UZ`^[PaO`U[Z [R YM`Q^UMX

extrinsic to `TQ \XQMPUZS_& TQ Ya_` _a\\[^` `T[_Q MXXQSM`U[Z_ cU`T O[Y\Q`QZ` \^[[R'k
5

j5

motion to dismiss based on an arbitration clause is properly brought under Court of

7TMZOQ^e DaXQ *+$N%$*%' FTQ Na^PQZ [R Q_`MNXU_TUZS `TQ O[a^`m_ _aNject matter

jurisdiction rests with the party seQWUZS `TQ 7[a^`m_ UZ`Q^bQZ`U[Z'k
6

or argued. Any such argument, therefore, has been waived. See '>7B4=6 /JBC F%

Berlin, 726 A.2d 1215, 1224 (Del. 1999).

4 AFSCME Locals 1102 & 320 v. City of Wilm., 858 A.2d 962, 965 (Del. Ch. 2004)
(citation omitted).

5
34?57H F% .4DJ= 2BECD &@%$ 1993 WL 155492, at *6 (Del. Ch. May 7, 1993)
(citation omitted).

6 Maloney-Refaie v. Bridge at Sch., Inc., 958 A.2d 871, 882 (Del. Ch. 2008)
(internal quotation marks omitted).
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B. The Arbitrator, Not this Court, Should Decide Substantive
Arbitrability Here

In support of their contention that the Complaint should be dismissed as it relates

to them, the ConCap Defendants rely on the following language, which appears in

identical clauses in the limited partnership agreements for CCIP/3 and CCP IV:

Any dispute or controversy arising under, or out of, or in
connection with or in relation to this Agreement and any
amendments thereof, or the breach thereof, or in connection
with the dissolution of the Partnership, shall be determined
and settled by arbitration to be held in Oakland, California, in
accordance with the rules then applicable of the American
Arbitration Association.7

Although the parties did not address this issue in any detail, I assume that the

;QPQ^MX 5^NU`^M`U[Z 5O` $j;55k%
8

S[bQ^Z_ Ye O[Z_UPQ^M`U[Z [R `TQ 7[Z7M\ 8QRQZPMZ`_m

motion.9 FTQ 8QXMcM^Q Ea\^QYQ 7[a^` TM_ ^QO[SZUfQP `TM` j`TQ \aNXUO \[XUOe [R

7
B\QZUZS 6^' UZ Ea\\' [R 5UYO[ C^[\_'& ?'C'm_ MZP FQ^^e 7[Z_UPUZQm_ @[`' `[

8U_YU__ $j8B6k% 9d' 9 M` 5-20; id., Ex. I at A-24 [together, hereinafter the
j5^NU`^M`U[Z 7XMa_Q_kL'

8 9 U.S.C.A. §§ 1h16.

9 In this regard, I note that, pursuant to 10 Del. C. § 5702, unless an arbitration
MS^QQYQZ` O[Y\XUQ_ cU`T `TQ _`MZPM^P _Q` R[^`T UZ EQO`U[Z .0)+$M% Ne j_\Qcifically
^QRQ^QZOUZS `TQ 8QXMcM^Q GZUR[^Y 5^NU`^M`U[Z 5O` Kj8G55kL ' ' ' MZP `TQ \M^`UQ_m

PQ_U^Q `[ TMbQ U` M\\Xe `[ `TQU^ MS^QQYQZ`&k EQO`U[Z .0)+$O% \^[bUPQ_ `TM` jMZe

application to the Court of Chancery to enjoin or stay an arbitration, obtain an
ordQ^ ^Q]aU^UZS M^NU`^M`U[Z& [^ `[ bMOM`Q [^ QZR[^OQ MZ M^NU`^M`[^m_ McM^P _TMXX NQ

decided by the Court of Chancery in conformity with the [FAA], and such general
\^UZOU\XQ_ [R XMc MZP Q]aU`e M_ M^Q Z[` UZO[Z_U_`QZ` cU`T `TM` 5O`'k

Those provisions in Section 5702 were adopted as part of an amendment dated
April 2, 2009, and became effective July 2, 2009. See 79 Del. Laws ch. 8, §§ 2-3
(2009). The limited partnership agreements for CCIP/3 and CCP IV, however,
predate that amendment, having been executed originally in 1983 and 1981,
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Delaware RMb[^_ M^NU`^M`U[Z&k MZP `TM` `TQ ]aQ_`U[Z [R _aN_`MZ`UbQ M^NU`^MNUXU`e& cTUOT

O[Z_UPQ^_ jcTQ`TQ^ `TQ \M^`UQ_ MS^QQP `[ M^NU`^M`QK&L U_ SQZQ^MXXe [ZQ R[^ `TQ O[a^`_ `[

PQOUPQ MZP Z[` R[^ `TQ M^NU`^M`[^_'k
10

FTQ `T^Q_T[XP ]aQ_`U[Z [R jcT[ TM_ `TQ \^UYM^e

pocQ^ `[ PQOUPQ M^NU`^MNUXU`e&k T[cQbQ^& j`a^Z_ a\[Z cTM` `TQ \M^`UQ_ MS^QQP MN[a` `TM`

YM``Q^'k
11

GZPQ^ `TQ Ea\^QYQ 7[a^`m_ T[XPUZS UZ James & Jackson, LLC v. Willie Gary,

cTQ^Q `TQ^Q U_ jOXQM^ MZP aZYU_`MWMNXQ QbUPQZOQk `TM` `TQ \M^`UQ_ MS^QQP `[ _aNYU` `Te

issue of substantive arbitrability to the arbitrator, the courts should defer to that

manifestation of intent.12 Cases applying that standard have found it to be met where the

M^NU`^M`U[Z OXMa_Q M` U__aQ jSQZQ^MXXe \^[bUPQ_ R[^ M^NU`^M`U[Z [R MXX PU_\a`Qs and also

UZO[^\[^M`Q_ M _Q` [R M^NU`^M`U[Z ^aXQ_ `TM` QY\[cQ^ M^NU`^M`[^_ `[ PQOUPQ M^NU`^MNUXU`e'k
13

The Arbitration Clauses in the limited partnership agreements for CCIP/3 and

77C =H \^[bUPQ R[^ M^NU`^M`U[Z [R jKMLZe PU_\a`Q [^ O[Z`^[bQ^_e M^U_UZS aZPer, or out of,

respectively. See DOB Ex. E at A-3; id. Ex. I at A-3. The limited partnership
agreements for CCIP/3 and CCP IV, however, were amended most recently in
2011. See DOB Exs. H., L. Thus, it potentially could be the case that 10 Del. C.
5702 should apply as amended, and, because none of the Arbitration Clauses
reference the DUAA, the FAA governs my consideration of this dispute. Even if
Section 5702, as amended, does not apply, however, the same result would obtain,
because the relevant agreements here involve interstate commerce. See, e.g.,
James & Jackson, LLC v. Willie Gary, LLC, 906 A.2d 76, 81 (Del. 2006) (citing
AlliedIBruce Terminix Cos. v. Dobson, 513 U.S. 265, 273h74 (1995)).

10 Willie Gary, 906 A.2d 76, 79 (Del. 2006).

11 Id.

12 Id.

13 McLaughlin v. McCann, 942 A.2d 616, 623 (Del. Ch. 2008) (quoting Willie Gary,
906 A.2d at 80).
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[^ UZ O[ZZQO`U[Z cU`T [^ UZ ^QXM`U[Z `[ `TU_ 5S^QQYQZ` ' ' ' 'k FTM` N^[MPXe written

language easily satisfies the test articulated in cases like Willie Gary and McLaughlin v.

McCann. The Court in McLaughlin found that arbitrability was to be decided by the

M^NU`^M`[^ NQOMa_Q `TQ M^NU`^M`U[Z OXMa_Q `TQ^Q \^[bUPQP jR[^ M^NU`^M`U[Z [R M cUPQ M^^Me [R

\[`QZ`UMX OXMUY_'k
14 Here, the Arbitration Clauses provide for the widest array of

potential claimsi`TM` U_& j[a]ny dispute or controversy arising under, or out of, or in

O[ZZQO`U[Z cU`T [^ UZ ^QXM`U[Z `[ `TU_ 5S^QQYQZ` ' ' ' 'k

Moreover, the Arbitration Clauses provide that the arbitration will be conducted

jUZ MOO[^PMZOQ cU`T `TQ ^aXQ_ `TQZ M\\XUOMNXQ [R `TQ 5YQ^UOMZ 5^NU`^M`U[Z 5__[OUM`U[Z'k

In this regard, I note that the AAA Commercial Arbitration Rules state that: jThe

arbitrator shall have the power to rule on his or her own jurisdiction, including any

objections with respect to the existence, scope, or validity of the arbitration agreement or

`[ `TQ M^NU`^MNUXU`e [R MZe OXMUY [^ O[aZ`Q^OXMUY'k
15

=Z `TQ_Q OU^OaY_`MZOQ_& `TQ^Q U_ jM

heavy presumption that the parties agreed by referencing the AAA Rules and deciding to

use AAA arbitration to resolve a wide range of disputes that the arbitrator, and not a

O[a^`& c[aXP ^Q_[XbQ PU_\a`Q_ MN[a` _aN_`MZ`UbQ M^NU`^MNUXU`e'k
16

The terms of the Arbitration Clauses, therefore, clearly and unmistakably suggest

that the parties agreed, as a threshold matter, that arbitrability would be decided by the

14 Id. at 626.

15 AAA Commercial Arbitration Rules R-7.

16 McLaughlin, 942 A.2d at 625.
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M^NU`^M`[^' FTQ ;55 j^Q]aU^Q_ `TM` a\[Z M\\XUOM`U[Z [R M \M^`e `[ M _aU` N^[aST` UZ O[a^`&

`TQ O[a^` _TMXX _`Me `TQ O[a^` \^[OQQPUZS la\[Z NQUZS _M`U_RUQP `TM` `TQ U__aQ UZb[XbQP UZ

_aOT _aU` [^ \^[OQQPUZS U_ ^QRQ^MNXQ `[ M^NU`^M`U[Zm aZPQ^ MZ M^NU`^M`U[Z MS^QQYQZ`'k
17 I

therefore will stay the Complaint as it pertains to the ConCap Defendants.18

In arguing for a contrary conclusion, Plaintiffs cite cases for the proposition that

Courts, not arbitrators, should decide the question of substantive arbitrability. Those

OM_Q_& T[cQbQ^& MPP^Q__ [ZXe M \^QXUYUZM^e \^Q_aY\`U[Z MZP \^QPM`Q `TQ Ea\^QYQ 7[a^`m_

directives in Willie Gary, which apply squarely to the circumstances in this case.

Plaintiffs also contend that their claims for breach of fiduciary duties are not

UZOXaPQP UZ `TQ OXMUY_ `[ NQ M^NU`^M`QP& NQOMa_Q jRUPaOUM^e Pa`e OXMUY_ M^Q UZTQ^QZ` UZ

8QXMcM^Q XMc MZP P[ Z[` M^U_Q R^[Y `TQ CM^`ZQ^_TU\ 5S^QQYQZ`_'k
19 They similarly argue

`TM` OXMUY_ XUWQ `TQ_Q& cTUOT ^QXM`Q `[ M jYQ^SQ^&k M^Q Z[` cU`TUZ `Te scope of the

applicable Arbitration Clauses' 9bQZ UR = cQ^Q `[ M__aYQ `TQ^Q YMe NQ YQ^U` `[ CXMUZ`URR_m

arguments in this regard, however, they go to the issue of substantive arbitrabilityi

17 Id. at 621 (citing 2 G'E'7'5' g , $j=R MZe suit or proceeding be brought in any of
the courts of the United States upon any issue referable to arbitration under an
agreement in writing for such arbitration, the court in which such suit is pending,
upon being satisfied that the issue involved in such suit or proceeding is referable
to arbitration under such an agreement, shall on application of one of the parties
stay the trial of the action until such arbitration has been had in accordance with
the terms of the agreement, providing the applicant for the stay is not in default in
\^[OQQPUZS cU`T _aOT M^NU`^M`U[Z'k%%'

18 See id.

19
CX_'m 6^UQR UZ B\\[_U`U[Z `[ 5UYO[ C^[\_' ?'C'm_ MZP FQ^^e 7[Z_UPUZQm_ @[`' `[

8U_YU__ $jC56k% 1'
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whether the parties agreed to arbitrate claims like the ones presentediand, as noted

above, that issue in this case must be decided by the arbitrator. Therefore, I will stay the

7[Y\XMUZ`m_ OXMUY_ MSMUZ_` `TQ 7[Z7M\ 8QRQZPMZ`_' FT[_Q OXMUY_ Ya_` NQ _aNYU``QP `[

arbitration in accordance with the Arbitration Clauses.

III. %,+.)&)+' $+& $)*%, ,-9S RULE 12(b)(6) MOTION TO DISMISS

A. Legal Standard

FTU_ 7[a^` cUXX PQZe M Y[`U[Z `[ PU_YU__ aZPQ^ DaXQ *+$N%$/% jaZXQ__ `TQ \XMUZ`URR

could not recover under any reasonably conceivable set of circumstances susceptible to

pr[[R'k
20 In determining whether the Complaint meets this pleading standard, this Court

cUXX P^Mc MXX ^QM_[ZMNXQ UZRQ^QZOQ_ UZ RMb[^ [R CXMUZ`URR_& jMOOQ\` MXX cQXX-pleaded factual

allegations in the Complaint as true, [and] accept even vague allegations in the Complaint

M_ lcQXX-\XQMPQPm UR `TQe \^[bUPQ `TQ PQRQZPMZ` Z[`UOQ [R `TQ OXMUY'k
21 The Court,

T[cQbQ^& ZQQP Z[` jMOOQ\` O[ZOXa_[^e MXXQSM`U[Z_ aZ_a\\[^`QP Ne _\QOURUO RMO`_ [^ ' ' '

draw unreasonable inferences in favor of the non-Y[bUZS \M^`e'k
22

B. Aimco OP and Considine Did Not Control the LP Defendants or Owe
Fiduciary Duties to those LPs or Their Limited Partners, including Plaintiffs.

Aimco OP and Considine seek dismissal of the claims against them, contending

that Plaintiffs have failed to allege facts from which this Court could conclude that

20 Cent. Mortg. Co. v. Morgan Stanley Mortg. Capital Hldgs. LLC, 27 A.3d 531, 536
(Del. 2011).

21 Id.

22 Price v. E.I. duPont de Nemours & Co., Inc., 26 A.3d 162, 166 (Del. 2011).
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Aimco OP and Considine owed fiduciary duties to Plaintiffs. j5 fiduciary relationship

exists where one party places a special trust in another and relies on that trust, or where a

special duty exists for one party to protect the interests of another. It generally requires

lO[ZRUPQZOQ ^Q\[_QP Ne [ZQ _UPQ MZP P[YUZM`U[Z MZP UZRXaQZOQ QdQ^OU_QP Ne `TQ [`TQ^'mk
23

In In re USACafes, L.P. Litigation,24 Chancellor Allen considered whether limited

partners of USACafes, L.P., could sue the individuals who served as directors of

USACafes General Partner, Inc., its corporate general partner, for breach of fiduciary

Pa`e ^QXM`QP `[ `TQ PU_\[_U`U[Z [R `TQ ?UYU`QP CM^`ZQ^_TU\m_ \^[\Q^`e' FTQ 7TMZOQXX[^ TQXP

`TM` jK`LTe theory underlying fiduciary duties is consistent with recognition that a director

[R M O[^\[^M`Q SQZQ^MX \M^`ZQ^ NQM^_ _aOT M Pa`e `[cM^P_ `TQ XUYU`QP \M^`ZQ^_TU\'k
25 In

XM`Q^ OM_Q_ UZb[XbUZS XUYU`QP \M^`ZQ^_TU\_& j`TU_ 7[a^` TM_ R[XX[cQP USACafes

consistently, holding that the individuals and entities who control the general partner owe

to the limited partners at a minimum the duty of loyalty identified in USACafes.k26 This

7[a^`m_ PQOU_U[Z_ MX_[ TMbQ Qd`QZPQP `TQ P[O`^UZQ `[ [`TQ^ MX`Q^ZM`UbQ QZ`U`UQ_& such as

23 Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. AIG Life Ins. Co., 872 A.2d 611, 624h25 (Del. Ch. 2005)
(internal citations and quotation marks omitted), 488J6 <? A4BD$ B7FJ6 <? A4BD, 901
A.2d 106 (Del. 2006).

24 600 A.2d 43 (Del. Ch. 1991).

25 Id. at 49.

26 Feeley v. NHAOCG, LLC, 62 A.3d 649, 670h71 (Del. Ch. 2012) (internal citations
omitted) (citing Gelfman v. Weeden Investors, L.P., 792 A.2d 977, 992 n.24 (Del.
Ch. 2001); (@D;4> /JBC$ ,%/% F% )4==G@@6 074=DH /JBC$ ,%/%, 795 A.2d 1, 34 (Del.
Ch. 2001), 488J6 <? A4BD$ B7FJ6 <? A4BD, 805 A.2d 882 (Del. 2002)).
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LLCs and statutory trusts, while noting the tension the doctrine reflects between

corporate separateness and the application of fiduciary principles.27

I am guided by cases like USACafes UZ PQOUPUZS 5UYO[ BC MZP 7[Z_UPUZQm_

motion to dismiss under Rule 12(b)(6). For the following reasons, I conclude that, taking

all non-conclusory factual allegations in the Complaint as true and drawing all reasonable

UZRQ^QZOQ_ UZ CXMUZ`URR_m RMb[^& U` U_ Z[` ^QM_[ZMNXe O[ZOQUbMNXQ `TM` CXMUZ`URR_ O[aXP

prevail on a claim for breach of fiduciary duty against either Aimco OP or Considine.

1. Aimco OP did not owe fiduciary duties to the LP Defendants or to Plaintiffs

IU`T ^Q_\QO` `[ 5UYO[ BC& CXMUZ`URR_ M__Q^` `TM` U` jO[Z`^[XXQPk `TQ ?C 8QRQZPMZ`_

and exercised that control to acquire the unaffiliated minority interests held by the limited

partners.28 The allegations in the Complaint that Plaintiffs cite as support of that

contention, however, fall short of raising a reasonable inference that the LP Defendants

cQ^Q j_ubject to the direction and control of both Aimco OP and its directors and

[RRUOQ^_& UZOXaPUZS 7[Z_UPUZQ'k
29

E[YQcTM` O[ZRa_UZSXe& `TQ 7[Y\XMUZ` _\QMW_ MN[a` jO[Z`^[Xk [R `TQ ?C

Defendants in the sense of majority ownership of those entities. The Complaint alleges,

however, that non-party AimCo, the REIT, owned the majority stake in the LP

27 Feeley, 62 A.3d at 670-71.

28 PAB 16.

29 Id.
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Defendants, not Aimco OP.30
FTU_ RMO` U_ Z[` MX`Q^QP Ne CXMUZ`URR_m XQ__ \^QOU_Q M__Q^`U[Z

`TM` j5UY7[ and its affiliates, which included Aimco OP, owned a majority of each

XUYU`QP \M^`ZQ^_TU\'k
31

CXMUZ`URR_m ^QM_[ZUZS M\\QM^_ `[ NQ `TM`3 5UY7[ [cZQP YMV[^U`e

stakes in the LP Defendants through its affiliates; Aimco OP is an affiliate of AimCo;

therefore, Aimco OP may be liable for a breach of fiduciary duty as to one of the LP

Defendants.

Underlying this proposition is a misplaced invocation of the concept in corporate

law that a majority or controlling stockholder owes fiduciary duties to the corporation

and its minority stockholders.32 The fundamentally different nature of limited

\M^`ZQ^_TU\_ ^QZPQ^_ CXMUZ`URR_m [bQ^Xe _UY\XU_`UO M^SaYQZ` UZ `TU_ ^QSM^P aZMbMUXUZS'

Delaware limited partnerships, such as the LP Defendants, are subject to the Delaware

DQbU_QP GZUR[^Y ?UYU`QP CM^`ZQ^_TU\ 5O` $j8DG?C5k%'
33 The policy of DRULPA is

j`[ SUbQ YMdUYaY QRRQO` `[ `TQ \^UZOU\XQ [R R^QQP[Y [R O[Z`^MO` MZP `[ `TQ QZR[^OQMNUXU`e

of partnersTU\ MS^QQYQZ`_'k
34 A general partner of a limited partnership generally has

rights and powers to manage and control the business and affairs of the limited

30 Compl. ¶¶ 1, 6h9.

31 PAB 16 (emphasis added).

32 See, e.g., +4;? F% ,H?5; &@>>5J? 1HC%$ *?5%, 638 A.2d 1110, 1113h14 (Del. 1994)
$jFTU_ 7[a^` TM_ TQXP `TM` lM _TM^QT[XPQ^ [cQ_ M RUPaOUM^e Pa`e [ZXe UR U` [cZ_ M

majority interest in or exercises control over the business affairs of the
O[^\[^M`U[Z'mk% $]aoting *F4?;@7 /JBC F% .7G>@?D -<?<?9 &@BA%, 535 A.2d 1334,
1344 (Del. 1987)).

33 6 Del. C. §§ 17-101 to -1111.

34 Id. § 17-1101(c).
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partnership.35 It is not uncommon, however, for the general partner to have a small

ownership stake in the limited partnership.36 By contrast, a limited partner may have a

large or even a majority ownership interest in the limited partnership, but, by design, that

limited partner would not have any power to manage or control the business and affairs

of the partnership. Otherwise, that partner could be subject to liabilities. Thus, the fact

that AimCo, through its affiliates, may have a majority interest in the LP Defendants does

not support a reasonable inference that AimCo, or its affiliate Aimco OP, had a fiduciary

duty to those limited partnerships or their limited partners.37

Plaintiffs also contend that Aimco OP owed fiduciary duties to the limited partners

of the LP Defendants because it exercised control over those entities.38 This appears to

35 See, e.g., id. § 17-403.

36 See, e.g., Norton v. K-174 2B4?CA% /JBC ,%/%, 67 A.3d 354, 357 (Del. 2013) (noting
that the general partner owned 0.3% of the relevant limited partnership); Allen v.
El Paso Pipeline GP Co.& 2) 5',P *)20& *)22 $8QX' 7T' +)*-% $j7[Z_U_`QZ` cU`T

the typical [master limited partnership] structure . . . [t]he General Partner in turn
owned and continues to own a 2% general partner interest in [the relevant limited
partnership]. The general partner interest provides the General Partner with a 2%
economic interest in [the limited partnership], but more importantly gives the
General Partner control over [i`L'k%'

37 Even ignoring that legal misconception, however, if Aimco OP conceivably could
NQ XUMNXQ aZPQ^ `TU_ ^QM_[ZUZS& MZe MRRUXUM`Q [R 5UY7[m_inamed or unnamed,
known or unknownialso could be liable just by reason of its being an affiliated
entity. SucT M ^Q_aX` c[aXP NQ PURRUOaX` `[ _]aM^Q cU`T 8QXMcM^Qm_ X[ZS-standing
recognition of the separate legal identity of corporate and alternative business
entities. E.g., Feeley& /+ 5',P M` //0 $jKFLTQ _Q\M^M`Q XQSMX QdU_`QZOQ [R Va^UPUOMX

entities is fundameZ`MX `[ 8QXMcM^Q XMc'k%4 Stauffer v. Standard Brands Inc., 178
5'+P ,**& ,*/ $8QX' 7T'% $j=Z `TQ MN_QZOQ [R R^MaP& `TQ _Q\M^M`Q QZ`U`e [R M

O[^\[^M`U[Z U_ `[ NQ ^QO[SZUfQP'k%& 488J6, 187 A.2d 78 (Del. 1962).

38 PAB 17h21.
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NQ MZ Qd`QZ_U[Z [R CXMUZ`URR_m Q^^[ZQ[a_ M``QY\` `[ Q]aM`Q `TQ _`M`a_ [R 5UYO[ BC `[ `TM`

of a controlling stockholder in the corporate context.39 As with the suggestion about

5UY7[m_ YMV[^U`e [cZQ^_TU\ [R `TQ XUYU`QP \M^`ZQ^ aZU`_ UZ `TQ ?C 8QRQZPMZ`_& `TU_

argument, too, is unpersuasive because of the differences between corporations and

limited partnerships. To determine whether Aimco OP conceivably could owe any

fiduciary duties to Plaintiffs, this Court would need to look to the terms of the limited

partnership agreements of the LP Defendants and to DRULPA. There is no allegation in

the Complaint that AimCo or Aimco OP is a general partner under those agreements, or

that they have acted in a way that would subject them to liability as though they were

general partners.40

Even if the cases dealing with corporate controllers were relevant, however, the

OM_Q_ QdMYUZUZS `TQ O[ZOQ\` [R jO[Z`^[Xk _T[c `TM` jM XM^SQ NX[OWT[XPQ^ cUXX Z[` NQ

O[Z_UPQ^QP M O[Z`^[XXUZS _`[OWT[XPQ^ aZXQ__ `TQe MO`aMXXe O[Z`^[X `TQ N[M^Pm_ PQOU_U[Z_

MN[a` `TQ OTMXXQZSQP `^MZ_MO`U[Z'k
41 I note again that Aimco OP is not alleged to have

39 See, e.g., In re Crimson ExploB4D<@? *?5% 1J;@=67B ,<D<9%, 2014 WL 5449419, at
*10 (Del. Ch. Oct. 24, 2014) $jA[` _a^\^U_UZSXe& 8QXMcM^Q XMc `^QM`_ M YMV[^U`e

stockholder as a controlling stockholder. Exceeding the 50% mark, however, is
only one method of determining whether a stockholder controls the company. A
_`[OWT[XPQ^ cT[ lQdQ^OU_Q_ O[Z`^[X [bQ^ `TQ Na_UZQ__ MRRMU^_ [R `TQ O[^\[^M`U[Zm

MX_[ ]aMXURUQ_ M_ M O[Z`^[XXQ^'k% $]a[`UZS ,H?5; &@>>5J? 1HC%$ *?5%$ 638 A.2d at
1113h14).

40 See 6 Del. C. § 17-,), $j5 XUYU`QP \M^`ZQ^ U_ Z[` XUMble for the obligations of a
limited partnership unless he or she is also a general partner or, in addition to the
exercise of the rights and powers of a limited partner, he or she participates in the
O[Z`^[X [R `TQ Na_UZQ__'k%'

41 Crimson, 2014 WL 5449419, at *12 (collecting cases).
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been a large blockholder in the LP Defendants. Even if it were, however, the factual

MXXQSM`U[Z_ CXMUZ`URR_ OU`Q M_ QbUPQZOQ [R 5UYO[ BC QdQ^OU_UZS jO[Z`^[X&k QbQZ bUQcQP UZ

the light most favorable to Plaintiffs, suggest that while Aimco OP may have been

involved in the day-to-day, operational YMZMSQYQZ` [R 5UY7[m_ Na_UZQ__& U` PUP Z[`

jO[Z`^[Xk `TQ ?C 8QRQZPMZ`_ UZ `TQ _QZ_Q that it exercised ultimate decision-making

power with respect to partnership policy in general or with respect to the Mergers in

\M^`UOaXM^' jFTQ NM^Q O[ZOXa_[^e MXXQSM`U[n that a [defendant] possessed control is

insufficient. Rather, the Complaint must contain well-\XQP RMO`_k _T[cUZS `TM` `TQ

MXXQSQP O[Z`^[XXQ^ jQdQ^OU_QP MO`aMX P[YUZM`U[Z MZP O[Z`^[Xk [bQ^ `TQ _aNVQO` QZ`U`e [^ U`_

directorsiin this case, the LP Defendants.42

Indeed, by naming the managing general partners of the LP Defendants (ARC,

FCMC, and ConCap) as Defendants themselves, as well as the directors of those entities

(Bezzant and Cordes), the Complaint implicitly recognizes that the LP Defendants had

alXQSQP jO[Z`^[XXQ^_k M_ `TM` `Q^Y U_ aZPQ^_`[[P UZ [a^ XMc& MZP `TM` 5UYO[ BC U_ Z[`

MY[ZS `TQY' =Z `TM` ^QSM^P& CXMUZ`URR_m ^QXUMZOQ [Z OM_Q_ XUWQ Feeley v. NHAOCG and

Cargill Inc. v. JWH Special Circumstances is misplaced. In the Feeley case, AK-Feel

was the managing member of the relevant subject entity, Oculus. Both AK-Feel and

Oculus were LLCs. AK-;QQXm_ [cZ YMZMSUZS YQYNQ^ cM_ MZ UZPUbUPaMX ZMYQP ;QQXQe'

The Court found that he could be held accountable for breaches of fiduciary duty pled

42 *? B7 -@BD@?JC 07CD% (A%$ *?5% 1J;@=67BC ,<D<9% , 74 A.3d 656, 664h65 (Del. Ch.
2013) (internal quotation marks omitted).
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against him by the members of the Oculus LLC other than AK-Feel.43 In reaching that

conclusion, the court in Feeley did not disregard the principles of corporate separateness

and limited liability, but rather applied USACafes in a limited way to find that the

jTaYMZ O[Z`^[XXQ^_ [R MZ QZ`U`e RUPaOUM^ek [cQP& M` M YUZUYaY& M Pa`e [R X[eMX`e `[ `TQ

_aNVQO` QZ`U`e M_ `[ `^MZ_MO`U[Z_ UZb[XbUZS `TQ QZ`U`em_ \^[\Q^`e'
44

Here& `TQ ^QXQbMZ` j_aNVQO` QZ`U`UQ_k M^Q `TQ ?C 8QRQZPMZ`_& UZ cTUOT CXMUZ`URR_

held limited partner aZU`_' FTQ ?C 8QRQZPMZ`_m YMZMSUZS SQZQ^MX \M^`ZQ^_& `TQ <C

Defendants, are in the analogous position of AK-Feel in Feeley' FTU_ OM_Qm_ MZMX[S `[ `TQ

individual defendant Feeley is not Aimco OP, but rather the officers and directors of the

GP Defendants, including Defendants Bezzant and Cordes.45 This Court would have to

go materially beyond Feeley and USACafes, therefore, to find that Aimco OP

conceivably owed a fiduciary duty to Plaintiffs and could be liable for a breach thereof.

The Complaint does not contain sufficient non-conclusory factual allegations about

43 Feeley& /+ 5',P M` /0* $j;QQXQe `TQ^QR[^Q OMZ NQ ^QMOTQP MZP \[`QZ`UMXXe TQXP

liable for breach of fiduciary duty in his capacity as the controller of AKh;QQX'k%

44 Feeley, 62 A.3d at 670.

45 I note that with respect to Bezzant and Cordes, Plaintiffs assert in their briefing
`TM` `TQ jQdQOa`UbQ [RRUOQ^_ MZP PU^QO`[^_ [R `TQ YMZMSUZS SQZQ^MX \M^`ZQ^_ [f the
Limited Partnerships also serve as the executive officers and directors of AIMCO-
<C& cTUOT U_ 5UYO[ BCm_ SQZQ^MX \M^`ZQ^'k C56 *2' FTU_ M^SaYQZ`& `[[& U_

unavailing. First, those allegations do not appear in the Complaint. And, second,
j[a^ O[^\[ration law is largely built on the idea that the separate legal existence of
corporate entities should be respectedieven when those separate corporate
QZ`U`UQ_ M^Q aZPQ^ O[YY[Z [cZQ^_TU\ MZP O[Z`^[X'k Allied Capital Corp. v. GC-
Sun Hldgs., L.P., 910 A.2d 1020, 1038 (Del. Ch. 2006).
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5UYO[ BCm_ jO[Z`^[Xk [R `TQ ?C 8QRQZPMZ`_ [^ [R `TQU^ ^Q_\QO`UbQ <C 8QRQZPMZ`_ `[

justify extending those cases in this manner.46

For all of these reasons, I conclude that it is not reasonably conceivable, based on

the allegations in the Complaint and the limited record currently before me, that Aimco

OP could be liable to Plaintiffs for a breach of fiduciary duty. I therefore will dismiss the

Complaint with prejudice as it relates to Aimco OP for failure to state a claim.

2. Considine did not owe fiduciary duties to the LP Defendants or to Plaintiffs

The arguments and reasoning that apply to Aimco OP apply with even greater

force to Considine. He is at least another levelior, possibly, several levelsimore

removed from the LP Defendants in the AimCo business structure than Aimco OP

appears to be. The factual allegations in the Complaint regarding Considine do not create

a reasonable inference that he occupied a position of control in the LP Defendants, or that

he personally exercised control over them in any way. The non-conclusory allegations

about Considine are that he was CEO and Board Chairman of AimCo, and President of

the general partners of the entities into which the LP Defendants were merged in the

46 Cargill Inc. v. JWH Special Circumstances, 959 A.2d 1096 (Del. Ch. 2008), is
_UYUXM^Xe PU_`UZSaU_TMNXQ' FTQ^Q& `TU_ 7[a^` O[ZOXaPQP `TM`& j6M_QP [Z `TQ

extension of fiduciary duties to those who control fiduciaries in the USACafes line
[R OM_Q_& 7M^SUXX MZP 7=E K`TQ ja\_`^QMYk O[^\[^M`Q QZ`U`UQ_L may owe fiduciary
duties in the same way as the upstream entities in those cases, depending on the
nature of the [relevant] Transaction and the kind of control and the degree of
par`UOU\M`U[Z `TQ Ka\_`^QMY 7M^SUXX QZ`U`UQ_L TMP UZ K`TQ _aNVQO` QZ`U`em_L PQOU_U[Z `[

O[Z_QZ` `[k `TQ OTMXXQZSQP `^MZ_MO`U[Z' Id. at 1120. Because the complaint there
sufficiently pled non-conclusory facts that supported a reasonable inference that
the Ca^SUXX QZ`U`UQ_ jQdQ^OU_QP O[Z`^[Xk [bQ^ `TQ _aNVQO` QZ`U`e MZP U`_ M__Q`_ j`[

RMOUXU`M`Q `TQ O[Z_aYYM`U[Zk [R `TQ OTMXXQZSQP `^MZ_MO`U[Z& `TQ 7[a^` R[aZP `TM` M

fiduciary duty conceivably could be owed under the USACafes line of cases. Id. at
1122.
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Mergers at issue.47 The Complaint also includes various statements Considine made in

the context of communicating with the public on behalf of AimCo.48 None of these

allegations, however, support a reasonable inference that Considine exercised jO[Z`^[Xk

over the LP Defendants or their respective GP Defendants. For the same reasons as I

discussed as to Aimco OP, therefore, Plaintiffs have failed to state a claim for breach of

fiduciary duty against Considine, and I will dismiss the Complaint with prejudice as it

relates to him.

IV. CONCLUSION

For the reasons stated in this Memorandum Opinion, I hereby grant the ConCap

8QRQZPMZ`_m Y[`U[Z `[ `TQ Qd`QZ` `TM` `TQ 7[Y\XMUZ` U_ _`MeQP UZ RMb[^ [R M^NU`^M`U[Z M_ U`

relates to ConCap, CCIP/3, and CCP IV, and to Bezzant insofar as his role in those

QZ`U`UQ_ U_ O[ZOQ^ZQP' 5UYO[ BC MZP 7[Z_UPUZQm_ Y[`U[Z `[ PU_YU__ `TQ OXMUY_ MSMUZ_`

them under Rule 12(b)(6) is granted, and those claims are dismissed with prejudice.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

47 Compl. ¶ 14.

48 Compl. ¶¶ 30-35.


